SERC Grant Funded Field Trips,
A Learning Opportunity for
Students and Teachers

Join Smithsonian educators for a grant-funded field trip for 6th to 8th (MS) graders. Students will get the opportunity to work with SI educators and explore nature in their communities. Teachers will get the opportunity to learn strategies for facilitating scientific research, data analysis, and opportunities to go outside into their virtual lessons. This is a “learn while watching” form of teacher PD, and field trip for your students.

Fall 2020 Theme: Talking Trees and Leafy Thermometers--

Trees and leaves are like thermometers that can help us measure climate change. Let’s discover how!

Who: Teachers – 6th to 8th grades

What: Programs are 1 hour

When: Tuesdays through December (limited number available)

To apply: Send an e-mail request for an application to Karen McDonald (McDonaldK@si.edu)

Application Deadline: is October 1st, 2020